In a comment by Santos Filho et al. [1] some comments and concerns regarding a recent article [2] have been raised. In this article we addressed the issue of finding an engineering approach to the average number of level crossings for a signal with an arbitrary probability density function (PDF) for its signal level. This article was based on the seminal work by Rice [3] in the 1940s. The authors of the above comment have concurrently published an article on the second-order statistics of Nakagami fading simulators [4] . The details for arriving at the results for the average number of level crossings and thus the average time for a surge and a fade can be found in the articles but will here be recapped in short. Our approach [2] was based on a nonlinear, memoryless transformation of the PDF under investigation into a zero-mean, unit variance Gaussian PDF from which we know the number of level crossings [3] . The transformation being bijective, and knowing that the correlation between the signal and its first derivative is zero, the signal and its first derivative were considered independent. We showed that one could in many cases obtain sufficient agreement between the analytical results and the results arrived at by simulations. As stated in the article, for some PDFs-especially Nakagami distributions with low order (exponential and Rayleigh distributions)-we observed a discrepancy. Here, the authors of this comment have in a good way addressed our concern in [2] , where we "laid open future discussion" of this discrepancy. And we agree on their explanation for this discrepancy for these distributions, and thank them for their effort. The authors have in [4] (Ref. 4 in the comment) addressed the problem focusing only on the Nakagami envelope. Their approach-named the "nonclassical" approach-is in many aspects similar to ours, the only change being the transformation into a Rayleigh distribution where the average number of level crossings is known, as it is for the Gaussian distribution. The resulting LCR was compared to Nakagami's "classical" LCR (which is analogous to the sum of squares method discussed in [1] ) in Eqs. (6) and (15), as well Fig. 3 of [4] , where it is only seen that the classical and nonclassical LCRs do not agree. Physically, there is one and only one correct result for the LCR of the Nakagami process (as well as for all other physical stochastic processes), and the authors do not relate to the reader any information regarding the correct LCR. Because no experimental data were presented, the reader has no clue to which of the two LCRs is the correct one for the Nakagami distribution. In this regard, we note that in [5] comparison of theoretical results with measured data revealed that the classical Nakagami, the Rice, and even the simple Rayleigh model show reasonable fits in terms of LCR and average fade duration for most of the records, independent of the cumulative distribution fits.
In the comment, the authors purport to present a formal general solution that is applicable to arbitrary random processes. This solution is based on finding a suitable input PDF into which the arbitrary PDF under consideration has to be transformed. The authors do not specify how to arrive at this input (seed) signal Xt but claim without justification that "the resulting higher-order statistics of Y t describe well the real physical phenomena involved with the process under investigation." Additionally, in order to correctly obtain the corresponding LCR, one needs to know the LCR of the (unspecified) input "seed" Xt. Therefore, a quantitative roadmap for obtaining the correct expression for the LCR of an arbitrary stochastic process has not been given. In particular, it is claimed that "our formula (6) already presented in [4] , is a general solution that gives the LCR of Y t in terms of the LCR of Xt, applicable to arbitrary random processes and fully consistent with the Rice formula in all of the cases." We respectfully note that in [4] of the comment, only the Nakagami envelope distribution is considered and that in fact the authors show the discrepancy between the so-called classical and nonclassical method. Thus, in view of the lack of experimental evidence as to whether the classical or nonclassical LCRs are valid, Eq. (6) of the comment cannot be considered a result that is fully consistent with Rice's formula for all cases. For example, the devised "nonclassical" method, unfortunately, will especially give large discrepancies if used on PDFs such as a uniform, a beta, or a LaPlace distribution.
In conclusion, we thank the authors for pinpointing the origin of the discrepancy we reported with our method. At the same time, we argue that this interesting issue still needs further investigation in order to arrive at analytical results for level crossing rates, average time of fades and surges, for arbitrary PDFs. The two methods as alluded to in [2] and the comment both have shortcomings and should-as argued here-be considered as engineering approaches to the problem.
